Hankin Heads Paper College For New Term

Plans for Ticker Dinner Also Revealed at Association Meeting

Leonard J. Hankin, was recently elected editor-in-chief of The Ticker at a meeting of the Ticker Association on May 30, Hankin, who will assume his duties in the fall, has served on The Ticker staff for the past three years and is the present managing editor. He was unopposed.

In an effort to start a precedent, the Managing Board of The Ticker revealed that the staff of The Ticker, first annual dinner was held on the evening of June 15, at the Hotel Wellington on the 60th Street Avenue. Alfred M. Stein, chairman of the affair, said that all members of The Ticker Staff and alumni of The Ticker have been invited.

In a discussion of the general editorial policy of The Ticker, the association advised the editor to choose the type of the articles in the paper and of the composition of the paper. The editor has full reign in his editorial policies, and he is allowed to deviate from the ordinary, with the proviso that the policy of the publication will always be kept within the “ordinary decency and decorum.”

An editorial, by unanimous vote, further agreed upon the practice of distributing surplus copies of the executive and managing board for the coming semester. A sub editor manager was not contested.

Members of the association who were present at the meeting were Professors W. F. Hanson, chairman of the faculty, and Harold M. Besor, the assistant in the office of the Student Council. Two new names were added to the managing board. The names of the new members added are: Albert Abramson, Samuel Warburton, and Gabe Opocner, the latter being the decision of the Student Council.

First Senior Yearbook To Appear Tomorrow

The Lexicon, Initial Class Committee Yearbook Published Separately by Both Samuel Wein Directors of New Publication

First senior yearbook of the Commerce Centr will appear on Tuesday, June 4, dedicated to Mr. Fishman. Besides climaxing the career of the Class of 1928, this publication represents the fulfillment of a long struggle for the acceptance of extra-curricular activities of the Commerce Centr. TheLexicon has now become an independent yearbook, distinctly different in policy, and identity from the rest, in which all divisions of the college considered.

30,000 Paraders Protest All Wars in May 30 March

While armies marched and bands played, and while jingo was being whipped, 30,000 young people were called for peace and freedom and against war and fascism on May 30. The parade was started when the vast, colorful column marched through the streets, and the following events, near the intersection of 6th Ave. and 33rd St.

We, the youth of New York, do not believe that anything can be accomplished in the world by war, nor will we allow our young men to be taken away from us. We demand peace and freedom for all men.

Boat Ride Gives Council a Profit; Part to Maybruck

The Boat Ride Committee reported a profit of approximately $120.50, and held an event on Monday, May 23.
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College Band Expects Split With R.O.T.C.

Dr. Comerford, Band Director
To Separate

A member of the College band and the R.O.T.C. organization have not been separated. The first had been united in the latter, being required of the band, the second had been united in the latter, being required of the band.

The movement to separate, which was initiated by the band director, was eventually agreed to by the board which had authorized the two forces as part of the program.

The band has no official connection with the R.O.T.C. by all, the band director, it was reported.

The band was partially cut off from outside activity, it was said.

Protests of all conventional groups have been expressed.

The band was to continue to be operated by the School of Music.

55 Recitations

Stewart's, 111 East 23rd St.

July 21 Is Set For Summer Registration

By互one Ludolf

Review of Year's Team Records Shows Advance in Football, Boxing, Men's Tennis before the R.O.T.C. that continued to be attractive.

The lack of sympathy on the part of the R.O.T.C. was the inexperience of his material. But he waited for the war.

Finally, City met success in the Fall event this year, and the only City College or any other school that showed the fine of interested was City College.

The little Lavenders, an exact replica of the Manhattan Metropolitan, went throughout the City last week, appearing in the Downtown to play.